SR. CYBER SECURITY COMPLIANCE SPECIALIST - JOB ID: req109593

Posting ID: EM1780107E1
Company: Honeywell
Position Type: Full-Time
College Major(s): Electrical/Computer Engineering (EE/CpE), Computer Science (CS)

Company Website: https://www.honeywell.com/
Work Location: Kansas City, MO
Salary: 
College Level(s): Undergraduate-Senior, Graduate Student, PhD. Student

OVERVIEW

The Specialist Sr. Cyber Security Compliance develops and maintains cyber security policy and cyber security plans to comply with cyber security requirements or provides guidance for other staff members to perform that work. Analyzes, tests, implements, and maintains moderately complex cyber security systems.

Roles and Responsibilities
• Evaluate cyber security requirements and conducts feasibility studies to examine software requirements, administration costs, and information flow
• Develops and maintains cyber security policy to comply with requirements
• Plan and schedule cyber security project activities and monitors and reports project progress
• Work with customers to implement information system security measures, assists with cyber security plans and documentation and provides technical guidance and training
• Resolve routine cyber security problems and coordinates the resolution of more complex cyber security issues

Education and Qualifications
• US citizenship in order to obtain US Dept of Energy "Q" level security clearance.
• Bachelor's degree in Security or related field or 4 or more years of equivalent experience
• Minimum Five (5) years of related experience in cyber security, security programs or compliance assurance

Preferred Skills
WE VALUE:
• Demonstrated knowledge of security programs acquired through years of direct experience
• Demonstrated knowledge and experience with eGRC cyber security tools and applications such as Archer
• Demonstrated knowledge of NIST Cyber Security Special Publications
• Strong verbal, written skills
• Demonstrated initiative to maintain technical currency through outside studies and training
• Skill in analyzing and interpreting computer system audit reports
• Ability to read and comprehend government compliance documents, maintain accurate records, prioritize work and analyze problems to develop innovative and effective solutions
Must be a US Citizen due to contractual requirements. Exempt

How to Apply
Send resume and cover letter to Art Wegner at awegener@kcp.com. Resume and Cover letter should use phrases found in the posting.